
CM2208: Scientific Computing
Laboratory Worksheet (Week 6)

Prof. D. Marshall

Aims and Objectives

After working through this worksheet you should be familiar with:

• The importance of the Fast Fourier Transform

• How to apply filters in frequency space

• Applications of the Fourier Transform to Digital Audio and Image
Processing: Deconvolution, Deblurring and Convolution Reverb

None of the work here is part of the assessed coursework for this
module.
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MATLAB Fourier Transform

For all the following exercises, please download MATLAB demo code
from
http://users.cs.cf.ac.uk/Dave.Marshall/CM2208//MATLAB/Fourier Transform.zip,
and unzip it to your local directory. MATLAB functions that are used will
be given in the questions.

FFT Demo questions

1. Load some audio data, compute the FFT of the audio data apply an
ideal lowpass filter and Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of
240Hz to the data. By plotting the waveforms and listening to the
audio output of both files compare the two outputs.

2. Load some audio data, compute the FFT of the audio data parti-
tion the data into respective filter bands of 0-200Hz,200-400Hz,400-
800Hz,800-1200Hz and 1200Hz and above. Audition each band sep-
arately.

3. Reverb: Run schroeder2.m and reverb schroeder eg.m on an audio sam-
ple and listen the reverb effect.

4. Convolution Reverb: Using the reverb convolution eg.m and fconv.m
examples discussed in the lecture apply convolution to a piece of
audio:

• Find some free impulse response on the Internet and experi-
ment with these in place of the ones given in the lecture, e.g.:
http://www.voxengo.com/impulses/
http://www.cksde.com/p 6 250.htm

Try and find some odd ones that do not model reverb and try
these.

• Try convolution reverb using any short piece of audio as the
impulse response.
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Further Practice

1. Reverb: Implement a 10 comb filter 2 allpass filter version of Schroeder’s
reverb algorithm in MATLAB. Use
www.cs.cf.ac.uk/Dave/Multimedia/Lecture Examples/Digital Audio FX/Reverb/schroeder2.m
and
www.cs.cf.ac.uk/Dave/Multimedia/Lecture Examples/Digital Audio FX/Reverb/reverb schroeder eg.m
as examples.

• Compare the output with the more classic 4 comb filter 2 allpass
filter version.
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